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Dear Ms Morris:
We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the Commission's Concept Release on
management's reports on internal control over financial reporting.
We are writing from our perspective as a user of financial statements and internal control
reports. Reporting on internal control has helped restore confidence in U.S. financial
reporting. Further, Moody's has benefited from new information about control problems
which has helped us assess the risk of misleading financial reporting. Our response to
control problems has been measured, as we have tried to distinguish between situations
that merited negative rating actions and those that did not. In the first year of internal
control reports, we took negative rating action related to roughly 20 percent of the
companies that reported control problems.
Our comments pertain to one question in the Concept Release, relating to the adequacy of
guidance on the definition of "material weakness" (part of Question 25). For the reasons
we discuss below we believe it is essential that the SEC and PCAOB clarify the
definition.
Moody's has conducted an extensive study of material weaknesses reported by the
companies we rate (please see the attachment). The research notes that, of the companies
Moody's rates, 74 companies reported material weaknesses in internal control reports in
the current year, but only 4 did not experience prior reporting errors (restatement,
material audit adjustment, or fraud). Further, only 4 companies referred to fraud-related
controls (including tone at the top) and in each case the companies had discovered
instances of fraudulent reporting prior to reporting fraud-related control problems.

The data we compiled suggests management and auditors require evidence of error or
fraud before they are willing to conclude that a control concern is a material weakness.
Why are management and auditors so reluctant to cite a material weakness absent
evidence of a past error? Concluding that a control issue is a material weakness involves
considerable judgment, which is sure to be questioned when it involves controversial and
unhappy news. We suspect that management, audit committees and auditors are asking
for hard evidence to support a view that control problems are material weaknesses. We
also suspect that the hardest evidence is when control breakdowns result in reporting
errors. The data also questions whether management and auditors are sufficiently
focused on controls over fraudulent reporting, the driving force behind Sarbanes-Oxley
legislation and internal control reporting.
We had hoped that material weaknesses cited in internal control reports would provide
insight into the risk of future errors in financial reporting, and provide management time
to address control issues before they resulted in reporting failures. Unfortunately, reports
citing material weaknesses currently appear to be lagging rather than leading indicators of
financial reporting problems, undermining their usefulness to users of financial
statements. Further, waiting for fraud to occur before management and auditors identify
and flag weak tone at the top of a company obviously undermines the ability of control
reviews to prevent fraudulent reporting.
We suggest that the definition of material weaknesses make clear that material
weaknesses can exist without errors or fraud having occurred. The related guidance
should require management and auditors to view material weaknesses as leading rather
than solely lagging indicators of financial reporting risk.
Of course, we would be pleased to discuss our comments with members of the SEC staff
or Commission should they desire further information.
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The Second Year of Section 404 Reporting on
Internal Control
Delinquent Filers are most at Risk of Negative Rating Action

Summary
US public companies with calendar year ends recently filed, for the second year, management and auditor reports on
internal control as required by Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (404 reports). This Special Comment
summarizes our experience and findings on the credit implications of these reports.
We continue to believe that reporting on internal control has helped restore investor confidence in financial
reporting. Creditors benefit from new information about control problems which helps them assess reporting risk and price and allocate capital. They also benefit from reduced risk of a bad investment to the extent
that the focus on controls has reduced the risk of misleading reporting. We perceive that companies continue to strengthen accounting controls and invest in the infrastructure needed to support quality reporting,
in large part because of reporting on controls.
Of the companies we rate that are reporting for the second time, the number with control problems is down
from 117 companies in the first year to 75 companies in the second year. On the one hand, it is logical to
believe that companies and auditors surfaced most control problems during the first year of internal control
reviews and that a significant number of these have been remediated. On the other hand, 75 is a surprisingly low number given the hundreds of public companies restating their financial statements for errors
during 2005, suggesting a breakdown in their controls.
Moody's reaction to control problems has been measured, as we have tried to distinguish between situations
that merit negative rating action and those that do not. In the first year of internal control reports, we took
rating action, in part because of control problems, in roughly 20 percent of the companies that reported
control problems. In general, we are taking negative rating action when all of the following factors are
present:
The company reports one or more material control weaknesses that we classify as pervasive
The company reports ongoing and uncertain problems with its reporting
The company's current rating does not yet fully reflect the uncertainty of possibly misleading financial
reporting
The most serious control problems reside in companies that are unable to complete their internal control
reports and financial statements by the SEC's deadline (delinquent filers group). As ongoing and uncertain
reporting problems are usually the cause of filing delays, delinquent filers often meet the three factors listed
above. So, in the first year, we took negative rating actions related to the vast majority of delinquent filers.
Rating actions on many of the current delinquent filers may be unnecessary as 20 of the 29 companies in
this category were either delinquent or reported pervasive control problems in the previous year. Thus,
their ratings already reflect at least some concern about their control problems.
Reports citing material weaknesses have become lagging rather than leading indicators of financial reporting problems, undermining their usefulness to users of financial statements. The data suggests that management and auditors require evidence of a financial reporting error (either financial statement restatement
or material audit adjustment) before they are willing to conclude that a control concern is a material weakness. Of the 74 companies reporting material weaknesses in internal control reports in the current year,
only 4 companies did not experience a prior reporting error.
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Internal control reports citing controls related to preventing and detecting fraud remain rare. In the current year only four companies referred to tone at the top or other fraud-related controls and in each case
the companies had discovered instances of fraudulent reporting or aggressive accounting prior to reporting
fraud-related control problems. Waiting for fraud to occur before auditors identify and flag weak tone at
the top of a company obviously undermines the ability of control reviews to prevent fraudulent reporting.
It would help creditors were management, audit committees and auditors to devote more attention to controls that prevent and detect fraudulent reporting, and to not wait for disasters to occur before flagging control problems.
If increased scrutiny of controls is effective, then we can expect in 2006 a dramatic reduction in the number of
companies restating their financial statements for errors and fraudulent reporting. That reduction would suggest that
the investments in reporting infrastructure have surfaced the problems of the past, and creditors can enjoy the benefits
of quality reporting on which the market depends. Conversely, continuing high levels of restatements would call into
question the substance of regulation, control reporting and auditing.

Companies Reporting Material Weaknesses
Appendix 1 lists the companies we rate that have been delinquent filers or have reported material weaknesses in controls in the current year. Most of the companies on this list are calendar year-end filers, and are filing 404 reports for
the second time. Many non-calendar year-end filers have filed only once thus far, but will do so again in the next few
months.
Overall, there are 107 companies in Appendix 1, representing about 3 percent of the US companies we rate. This
compares favorably to the 7 percent of all eligible US companies that have reported material weaknesses. Moody's
rates companies that are, on average, larger than the typical public company. We suspect that larger companies maintain more sophisticated control systems and are less likely to suffer control problems.
To see the trend in the number of companies reporting control weaknesses, we need to consider only those companies that have reported for the second time (second time filers). Of the second time filers we rate, the number with
material weaknesses is down from 117 companies in the first year to 75 companies in the second year. On the one
hand, it's logical to believe that companies and auditors surfaced most control problems during the first year of internal
control reviews and that a significant number of these have been remediated. On the other hand, 75 is a surprisingly
low number given the hundreds of public companies restating their financial statements for errors during 2005. There
are legitimate reasons why a company that restates for errors during a year can avoid reporting a material control
weakness. For example, the company could have remediated the control problem by year-end, the point in time when
management and auditors measure control effectiveness. However, the significant shortfall could also indicate that
auditors are being lenient in flagging control problems.
Similar to last year's result, the companies reporting control problems are a diverse group, varying widely in industry, size and rating level. The 107 companies in Appendix 1 are dispersed across 68 specific industries and with little
concentration in any one sector. Revenues vary widely ranging from $10 million to over $190 billion. Average revenue is about $7 billion while median revenue is only about $1.5 billion. Rating levels range from Aaa to C. However,
the average rating for the group with control problems was B1, which is 4 notches below the average for all US companies we rate (Baa3).

Nature of Control Weaknesses
Moody's classifies material weaknesses in internal control as either Category A or B':
Category A: Weaknesses that relate to controls over specific account balances or transaction-level processes.
In most cases, we believe that the auditor can effectively "audit around" these material weaknesses by performing additional substantive procedures in the area where the weakness exists. We typically give companies reporting Category A material weaknesses the benefit of the doubt and do not take any related rating
action based solely on the fact of the reported weakness, assuming management takes corrective action to
address it in a timely manner.
Category B: Weaknesses that relate to company-level controls, such as an ineffective control environment,
weak overall financial reporting processes, or ineffective personnel. We question the ability of the auditor
to effectively "audit around" a Category B material weakness. In these cases, we generally bring a company
1.
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to rating committee to determine whether a rating action is needed. Category B weaknesses also include
those companies that report several Category A weaknesses and those companies that have reported material control weaknesses for the second year running.
The following table summarizes companies we rate with material control weaknesses:

Appendix 2 summarizes the nature of control weaknesses for each of the companies reporting control problems.
Appendix 3 organizes this same data by type of weakness.

Delinquent filers
Although we track them in a separate category, delinquent filers demonstrate Category B control weaknesses. We
believe that the inability to complete financial reporting on a timely basis is itself a company-level control weakness
that generally merits rating committee consideration. Further, many delinquent filers disclose material weaknesses in
advance of ultimately filing their financial statements that fall into the Category B group.
Surprisingly, the number of delinquent filers is up in the current year. The reason is that delinquent filers tend to
experience control problems that persist. Of the 2 1 companies that were delinquent in the first year of 404 reporting,
I I remained delinquent in the second year.

Category B weaknesses
The most common types of Category B weaknesses relate to ineffective accounting personnel in company-wide functions and pervasive ineffective processes2. Together, these two areas account for about 80 percent of the Category B
weaknesses that companies reported (excluding delinquent filers).
Insufficient accounting skills and pervasive ineffective processes reflect an underinvestment in the infrastructure
needed for quality reporting. In an effort to improve efficiency or take advantage of technology, some companies have
apparently under-staffed their accounting functions in recent years. For complex or non-routine areas, they relied on
their auditors for help, rather than building in-house competence. Section 404 reports are bringing attention to this
problem, which has inspired companies to reinvest in the accounting functions.

Category A weaknesses
The most common types of Category A weaknesses relate to income taxes, accounts payable and accrued liabilities,
revenues and related receivables, inventory, derivative instruments, leasing, and cash flow presentation. Taken
together, these 7 areas represent over 80 percent of all Category A weaknesses, with the remainder spread across 12
other areas.
Problems with accounting for income taxes alone represented about a third of all Category A weaknesses. The
topic is often complex, and some companies have traditionally relied on their auditors to advise and assist company
personnel. However, recent regulations have discouraged auditor reliance, and some companies are struggling to
build in-house competence.
Other frequent Category A weaknesses generally involve complex areas or areas involving estimates, judgments
and non-routine transactions or events, increasing the risk of error. In contrast, leasing and cash flow statement issues
mostly involved long-standing requirements that the SEC brought attention to that a number of companies and auditors had simply overlooked.
For second-year filers, the number of companies with Category A weaknesses declined significantly compared to
the prior year. Part of the decline is due to 10 companieswhose Category A weaknesses in the second year we deem to
be Category B because these companies also reported control problems in the first year (repeat offenders). Part of the
decline also reflects successful remediation of control problems by companies reporting Category A weaknesses in the
first year of 404, as discussed further below. The rest of the decline could reflect a general improvement in processspecific controls that has occurred because of increased scrutiny in recent years. Or, it could be that management and
2.
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auditors are reluctant to classify as material weaknesses control problems that they did not flag in the previous year.
The number of companies restating for errors in 2006 will help inform us whether control problems are really declining.

Impact of Control Weaknesses on Moady's Ratings
Moody's reaction to control problems has been measured, as we have tried to distinguish between situations that merit
negative rating action from those that do not. In the first year of internal control reports, we took rating action, in part
because of control problems, in about 20 percent of the companies that reported control problems.
In general, despite material weaknesses, we are finding that rating actions are not needed in many cases because:
Control problems appear to be specific, localized and correctable within a short period (Category A weaknesses)
The rating already reflects our impression of the control weakness
In general, we are taking negative rating action when all of the following factors are present:
The company reports one or more material control weaknesses that we classify as pervasive (Category B)
The company reports ongoing and uncertain problems with its reporting, such as delinquent filings, recurring restatements for errors, instances of aggressive accounting, ongoing internal or external investigations
into the company's reporting, or ineffective remediation of lingering control problems
The company's current rating does not yet reflect the uncertainty of possibly misleading financial reporting.
The most serious control problems reside in companies that are unable to complete their internal control reports
and financial statements by the SEC's deadline (delinquent filers group). As ongoing and uncertain reporting problems are usually the cause of filing delays, delinquent filers often meet the three factors listed above. Further, delinquent filers often face loan covenant violations and lose access to the capital markets. As a result, in the first year, we
took negative rating actions related to the vast majority of delinquent filers.
As listed in Appendix 1, in the current year, 33 companies were delinquent filers, 29 of which are second year filers. Delinquent status is not new news for l l of the 29 companies, which were also delinquent in the prior year.
Another 9 of the 29 delinquent filers reported pervasive material weaknesses in the prior year. So, for at least 20 of the
29 companies, our ratings already reflect at least some uncertainly resulting from pervasive control problems.
Appendix 5 lists 29 companies on which we took negative rating action in part because of concerns about weak
accounting controls, during the period from April 2005 to April 2006. The Appendix quotes from the part of our
research that refers to accounting controls. Our rating actions have ranged from a lower rating outlook to multi-notch
downgrades. Consistent with our policy, we are convening rating committees to discuss any company that reports a
Category B weakness, including delinquent filers. Additional rating actions are possible.
In most cases, the control problems cited in internal control reports do not impact the company's credit risk.
However, creditors should be alert to delinquent filers and companies that report pervasive control problems coupled
with ongoing and uncertain reporting problems, suggesting heightened risk for creditors.

Remediation of Control Problems
Appendix 4 indicates companies' relative success in remediating the control problems they reported in the first year of
internal control reporting.
Delinquent filers have been largely unsuccessful in remediating problems. Of the companies that were delinquent
in the first year of 404 reporting, 86 percent either remained delinquent or continued to report material control weaknesses in the second year. Of the 2 1 companies on the list, I I are still delinquent. Only 3 companies cured both their
delinquency and their control problems.
Why are delinquent company's control problems so persistent? The reason is that the problems causing the delinquency are severe and take time to resolve. Many of the companies didn't employ enough people with the right skills
or have inadequate systems that can't produce reliable numbers. Many faced internal and external investigations that
require huge amounts of time and are distracting.
Companies reporting Category B weaknesses in the first year have been moderately successful in remediating control problems. Of the 38 companies listed, 23 companies, or about 60 percent, reported no material weaknesses in the
second year. However, the control problems of 9 of the 38 companies worsened in the second year as they became
delinquent filers. The remaining 6 companies, although not delinquent, reported continuing control problems in the
4
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second year. Thus, for a substantial minority of companies, the pervasive nature of Category B control weaknesses has
proven difficult to remediate.
The good news is that companies reporting Category A weaknesses have been mostly successful in remediating
their control problems. Of the 58 companies listed, 49 companies, or 84 percent, successfully remediated their control
problems and reported no material weaknesses in the second year. We suspect that remediating Category A weaknesses is easier because of the specific and narrowly focused nature of these weaknesses.

Information Content in Internal Control Reports
We had hoped that the material weaknesses cited in internal control reports would provide insight into the risk of
future errors in financial reporting, and provide management time to address control issues before they resulted in
reporting failures. Unfortunately, this is not the case, as reports citing material weaknesses currently appear to be lagging rather than leading indicators of financial reporting problems, undermining their usefulness to users of hancial
statements.
The data suggests that management and auditors require evidence of a financial reporting problem (restatement
for error or material audit adjustment) before they are willing to conclude that a control concern is a material weakness. That is, it appears that management and auditors are inferring the existence of control problems from financial
reporting errors. Of the 74 companies reporting material weaknesses in internal control reports in the current year,
only 4 did not experience a prior reporting problem 3 .
Why are management and auditors so reluctant to cite a material weakness absent evidence of a past error? Concluding that a control issue is a material weakness involves considerable judgment, which is sure to be questioned when
it involves controversial and unhappy news. We suspect that management, audit committees and auditors are asking
for hard evidence to support a view that control problems are material weaknesses. We also suspect that the hardest
evidence available is when control breakdowns result in reporting errors.
Unfortunately, requiring proof of control problems results in reporting the fewest possible problems and disclosing them after accounting errors have occurred. We can only hope that underneath the radar screen of public reporting is genuine improvement in controls that will prevent future errors from occurring. Creditors would benefit were
parties to the reporting process to adopt policies that result in more forward-looking disclosures about control weaknesses.
Despite the lagging nature of material weaknesses, there is sometimes new news and incremental value in internal
control reports. This is particularly so for companies that cited control problems because of material audit adjustments surfaced in the audit process. Of the 74 companies reporting material weaknesses in internal control reports in
the current year, 38 referred to audit adjustments. Users don't need internal control reports to learn about restatements of financial statements. However, absent internal control reports, users would not have known about the significant audit adjustments and the related control problems.
Internal control reports citing controls related to preventing and detecting fraud remain rare. In the current year
only four companies referred to fraud-related controls (including tone at the top) and in each case the companies had
discovered instances of fraudulent reporting prior to reporting fraud-related control problems. Is it logical to believe
that so few companies have weaknesses in fraud prevention and detection controls? Waiting for fraud to occur before
auditors identify and flag weak tone at the top of a company obviously undermines the ability of control reviews to prevent fraudulent reporting. The data question whether management and auditors are sufficiently focused on controls
over fraudulent reporting, the driving force behind Sarbanes-Oxley legislation and internal control reporting.
Creditors would benefit were management, audit committees and auditors to devote more attention to controls
that prevent and detect fraudulent reporting, and to not wait for disasters to occur before flagging these critical control
problems.
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